EZ Box Machinery
Model 1072
Corrugated BoxMaker-Slitter

- **Faster** – Automated Setup in 15-seconds, Slits & Scores up to 300 boxes per hour
  Quick-change, standard industrial knives
  Does not require blanks pre-slit to size
- **More versatile** – make dozens of box styles in a wide range of sizes, inches or metric
- **More robust** – in design and performance
  Heavy steel beam frame
- **Warranty** – 1-year on all parts
- **Software Program** – EZ upgrades via e-mail

- **Single operator**
- **Servo-driven**
- **Intuitive, graphic, touch-screen controls**
  - Save box setups; Enter jobs in queue
  - Enter boxes and queue jobs remotely, concurrent with machine operation
  - Multilanguage support
  - Networkable and MRP Integration
- **Standard:** 5 rear slit / score heads
- **Options** – Slotter and up to 10 rear-heads

EZ Box Machinery -
EZ to install – EZ to operate – EZ to maintain – Built to last!
### SPECIFICATIONS

#### PRODUCTION:
- **Setup** - Fully automatic in 15-seconds, Multiple languages; inches, mm or cm
- **Speed** - Slit and score up to 300 RSC boxes per hour. Make a different box every minute!
- **Drops** - Left intact and useable for more boxes

#### BOXES:
- **Styles** - Capable of over 170 FEFCO box styles; Common styles pre-programmed, including Designer Style for unlimited variations
- **Sizes (RSC)** -
  - Min: 3" (76mm) cube FOL; 6 x 6 x 3" RSC
  - Max: 45" (1145mm) cube

#### MATERIAL:
- **Size** -
  - Min: 6" (152mm) wide x 12" (294mm) long
  - Max length – no limit;
  - Max width – 90" / 2300mm (wider upon request)

- **Material** - Corrugated boxboard up to 450 lb / 32ECT double-wall

#### MACHINE:
- **Overall Size** -
  - Width: 132" / 3350mm
  - Front to back: 40" / 1016mm
  - Front to back, with tables: 136" / 3455mm
  - Height: 64" / 1625mm
  - Tables, infeed / outfeed: 48x84" / 1220x2134mm

- **Knives** - Standard industrial razors; quick-change holders

- **Electrical** - 220V 1Φ 20A, 3-wire + Ground

- **Compressed air** - 80 psi; Negligible volume (1 hp compressor)

- **Weight** -
  - Net, 6000# (2717kg) approx.
  - Shipping, 6300# (2854kg)

#### OPTIONS:
- **Rear-Heads** - Add up to 5 for a total of 10. Run up to 3 RSC’s or 5 HSC’s simultaneously
- **Slotter** - Slots the Flaps rather then Slit

---

**EZ Box Machinery Co.**
709 Performance Road
Mooresville, NC 28115
T: (704) 399-0727
F: (704) 875-8080
See [www.ezbox.com](http://www.ezbox.com) for additional information and email